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The True Light 
 

 
 

Article 1 THE REVELATION OF GOD (CCC) 
I. God Reveals His “Plan of Loving Goodness”  

52 God, who “dwells in unapproachable light,” wants to communicate His Own 
Divine Life to the men he freely created, in order to adopt them as his sons in his 
only-begotten Son. 

2 Corinthians 4:6 
For God, who commanded the light to shine out of darkness, hath shined in our hearts, to give 

the light of the knowledge of the glory of God, in the face of Christ Jesus. 
 

1 John 1:7 
But if we walk in the light, as he also is in the light, we have fellowship one with another, and 

the blood of Jesus Christ his Son cleanseth us from all sin. 

 
From the Book of Heaven 
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V17 – March 1, 1925 - "My daughter, courage, do not fear; there is no darkness in 
you, because only sin is darkness, while Good is Light. Don’t you see that I came out 
from a Surface of Light, from within your interior? But do you know what this Light 
is? It is all the interior work that you do. Every additional act you do is one more 
thread of your will which you bind to the current of the Eternal Light; and that 
thread turns into Light. Therefore, the more acts you do, adding more threads, the 
more Full, Intense and Radiant the Light will Become. So, the Light that you see is 
what you have done; the void you see in that same Light is what is left for you to 
do. And I will Always be in the Midst of this Light, not only to Enjoy it, but to Bind 
the threads of the human will with the Current of the Eternal Light, because I AM 
the Origin, the Surface, the Current, of the Light. 

But do you Know what True Light is? True Light is the Truth. The Truth, 
Known, Embraced, Loved and put into Practice by the soul, is the True Light, which 
Transforms her into that very Light, and places, inside and outside of her, New and 
Continuous Births of Light. This Truth forms the True Life of God within the soul, 
because God is Truth and the soul is Bound to the Truth - even more, she possesses 
It. God is Light, and she is Bound to the Light, and is Nourished with Light and with 
Truth. However, while I Nourish the soul with Truth and Light, she Must keep the 
current of her will opened, in order to receive the Current of the Divine 
Communication. Otherwise it may happen as with the electric current, to which 
the power it contains within itself is not enough in order to emit light; in fact it 
cannot emit it if there are no preparations in order to receive it. And on top of this, 
not everyone receives the same light, but according to the light bulbs they have: 
those who have one, receive one light; those who have ten, receive light for ten. If 
the bulbs contain more electric wires, the lamps appear as filled with more light; 
if they have less wires, even though there is room in the glass, the light is small. And 
even though the current may be stronger, the lamps do not receive it, if not in 
proportion to the capacity of the bulbs which receive the current.  

Therefore, it takes the Celestial Current which Wants to give, as well as the 
human current, capable of receiving it; and according to how many more acts you 
do in My Will, you will add more Wires to Render More Complete the Light which I 
Want to Enclose in you." 
 


